
(de las ediciones)





I.
Re:

Space depends crucially on the notion of articulation,
in terms of the articulation of social relations, 

which necessarily have a spatial form in their interactions.

Doreen Massey, as quoted by Mary Pat Brady.  Extinct Lands, Temporal Geographies: 
Chicana literature and the urgency of space.  2002.  Duke University Press.

At the bottom of the stairway, an acrylic sheet stated, in sans serif: 
Hotel Londres.  

Signs of construction--scraps of OSB, nails, wrappings from a packet of Maruchan Ramen-
-were scattered around.  The sign for the ex-hotel rested atop the pile.

859 3988.  Scratched into the surface of red paint, revealing layers of beige, 
green, black.  Weeks later, the red paint was covered in white; but, still, the 

marks are perceptible, the number legible as texture.

I wondered aloud, during a dinner gathering, about the area code:

Probably 664--you should try dialing 664, and then the number; see what hap-
pens--

(quickly interjecting) Maybe you should try NOT to call.1

1 The fragments above, pulled from a transcript of a conversation, include the voices of Dan Watman 
(Border Encuentro) and Ricardo Arana Camarena (El Zorro de La Mesa, Proyecto Fronterizo de Educación Am-

biental, Cooperativa orgánica, et.al.); they responded to my musings about who might be on the other end of the 
line, taking into consideration our knowledge of the building’s former life 

(re: Maybe you should try NOT to call).  



I remember speaking with a neighbor.  When he was a child, the 
Hotel Londres was active.  I asked about connections between the 
two structures built by Gabriel Moreno Lozano, on opposite sides 
of Calle Chapo Márquez, la Colonia de los Empleados Federales;

In 2004, a tunnel was made public by US Customs and Border Pro-
tection. It had been constructed around 2001, to provide a con-
nection between the building across the street from the 
Hotel Londres 
and a location near the parking lot of the Las Americas Premium 
Outlets.  I asked, if individuals who stayed in the Hotel used 
the tunnel to cross.

He responded: 
No; where’d you hear that?  Narcos used the tunnel.  Pollos at 
the hotel were taken to some place near Mexicali to go north and 
find work in Imperial.  

On the adjacent page, 
I offer a brief reflection on a sidewalk conversation,

to give tangible form to the rationale behind Ricardo’s response;
and, also, to locate

(to provide a shade of socio-historical context for)  
the spatial center,

for the series of conversations
(and their crystallization-as-print, -as-data)

around which the ediciones, 
Después de las

have (largely) developed.



The first of the dinner gatherings 
(from which the fragment of (transcribed) conversation in response to my musings about the 
telephone number carved into the front windowsill of my apartment is excerpted) 
was prompted, in several senses, by one well-articulated aspect of the Ex-
Hotel’s surroundings:

The discussion recorded during the mid-summer dinner
(the spine of 
la edición cero),
was incited by a sense of necessity to include two voices in a conversation that 
would later unfold in San Diego1.
That is, complications implicit to the act of attempting to pass through the garita, 
would not have made real-time presence at a talk in San Diego worthwhile for 
either Aga or Ricardo2.  

1 http://agitpropspace.org/2011/07/gardening-as-an-act-of-resistance-a-conversation-with-elizabeth-
chaney-july-21-2011-5-6-pm/
2 That is, Aga Pietruszka and Ricardo Arana Camarena, who both had been involved in the development 
of projects that I sensed would be super-relevant to the conversation, and who did not possess a visa or 
passport. 
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On the 17th day of July, 2011,
Chapo Márquez 158-1 

acted as a space to share ideas/projects; and to articulate 
preocupaciones, 

generated by our observations of food system(s) specific to the
Zona metropolitano Tijuana-Rosarito-Tecate.

Municipal food systems are best considered in relation to those of the region; 
in this particular urban context, the international boundary

(i.e. the aspect of our surroundings which necessitated the first of the dinners)
plays a significant role. 

Room 1, at Chapo Márquez 1581

(the ex-Hotel Londres/Proyecto Mariposa) 
has served as the center for the production of the publication, Después de las.  

Each edición of the revistita is initiated by a conversation,  
durante una cena, 

aiming to map and analyze--
through conversation-- 

food systems specific to the municipal region spanning Bajalta2

1 There have been two cenas, which have developed as satellites: 
one, which was organized with a group of youth, and connected to a screening of a film, made by a British artist 

(re: Isaac Julien), in the wake of February 5, 2004 in Morecambe Bay 
(re: http://www.mcasd.org/programs/teen-art-council-presents-night-forks-film);

and, the other, near an overpass crossing Interstate 805 (re: http://theregoes.org/landisdinner.html).
2 I use the term “Bajalta,” to refer to the municipal region developed along the Pacific coast stretching 

from Rosarito, Baja California to Los Angeles, California.



II.
Re:

Hasta hoy, cuando una instancia de gobierno acude a financiamiento para 
una obra, se le solicita la entrega de un grueso expediente que integre la jus-
tificación, el Proyecto Ejecutivo de Obra, cronograma de obra, presupuestos, 

explosión de insumos, estudios financieros, procedimientos de licitación, actas 
de Cabilda y un largo etcétera.  Lo paradójico es que para lobrar integrar el 

expediente se requieren de recursos de los cuales, generalmente, carece la in-
stitución municipal aspirante a los recursos.  Si a esto añadimos la brevedad de 
la gestión municipal, el esfuerzo se queda en buenos deseos que pasa a formar 

parte del archivo muerto de la institución.
Arq. Diego Moreno.  Metrópoli: entre La Rumorosa y el Océano Pacifico



I re-compose the text from Diego Moreno’s, Metrópoli: entre La Rumorosa y el 
Océano Pacifico, amidst sounds of construction;
preparations for the coming inauguration of 
una obra; 
a well-intentioned1, albeit hurriedly constructed, public work.
(re: Puerta México El Chaparral)

Impacts, in relation to the
entrada temporal
(constructed to satisfy 
los deseos del presidente de la Republica 
to inaugurate the work, before his term, his party’s term, 
en la oficina de la presidencia
comes to a close at the year’s end),
will be felt in the 
Colonia empleados federales (Colonia Federal)
until phase III2 of the U.S. General Services Administration’s
“Green renovation at San Ysidro Land Port of Entry3,”
commences in 20164.

1 Whether one understands the project as well-intentioned is a matter of perspective.
2  Phase III of the renovation involves the westward relocation of southbound lanes entering Tijuana, to 
provide a more direct passage to the Puerta México El Chaparral.
3  http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/236197
4   Once the Puerta México El Chaparral is inaugurated in November 2012, and until efforts to begin 
Phase III of the renovation commence in 2016 (that is, if congress provides funding for this part of the project; 
as of March 2012, Phase III had not received Congressional appropriation, and the moment when Congress will 
provide funds for this phase of construction was “not known”; re: http://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/
cpu/sanysidro/pdf/sanysidromarketstudy120314.pdf), a significant amount of Southbound traffic will be directed 
through a two lane passageway, that was formerly acted as a station for Policia Fiscal, in addition to housing 
offices for Grupo BETA (re: http://www.inm.gob.mx/index.php/page/Grupo_Beta).  The Corredor Fiscal or Avenida 
Internacional is located along the northern edge of Colonia Federal, as noted earlier, approximately 10 meters 
from the ex-Hotel Londres/Proyecto Mariposa.

How may siting the conversations, 
which form the project’s spinal core, 

in the ex-hotel,
inform the project’s content?

(i.e. the crystallization of the dinner conversations in the form of a ‘zine)

And, certainly, the structure’s proximity to one development1--
which will come as an asset;

una bendición, por miles de los “constituyentes2”;
which will come as an earsore,

y el portador de las problemas de la salud respiratoria, por otros3--
is also a factor.

1   The Puerta México El Chaparral, which seems best understood in relation to a history of projects proxi-
mate to the Colonia de los Empleados Federales: 

from the canalization of the Río Tijuana, to permit the urbanization of Centro de Tijuana in the 1970s;
to built articulations of the international boundary, in the mid-1990’s + the decade beginning with the year 2000;

to the development of a shopping complex adjacent to the international boundary (i.e. Las Americas Premium 
Outlets) in 2002

2  i.e. drivers of the tens of thousands of autos that pass through the San Ysidro Land Port of Entry each 
day.

And, here, I should affirm, the unpredictability, as well as the length of wait times
involved in passage through the check point

is frustrating.  
I say this as an individual who does not pass through the San Ysidro Land Port of Entry on a daily basis.  

As an individual in process of securing FM3 status.
3   Los residentes de la Colonia Federal, que van a sentir, lo más fuertes, los impactos ambientales (i.e. la 

emisión de los contaminantes, el ruido, etc.) del desarrollo.



Parece que,
parcialmente, en relación a la ubicación central del proyecto,

(to a larger degree) in relation to the inclinations of those present at the dinner 
gatherings;

los patrones del desarrollo de la infraestructura 
para apoyar/facilitar movimiento

(del agua, de los jornaleros, de los “productos alimenticias,” de los “consumidores”)
a través de la región,

have served
as a subtext, if not the center

of conversations around the tabletop milpa(s)1.

1 For each of the cenas, I organize, in the center of the table (and on the surface of a large sheet of draft-
ing paper), the organismos comibles (i.e. the food), as something like a still life, and provide pens to each person 

participating in the dialogue, to record the happenings of/things present at (i.e. traces/stains of the food, as well 
as notes recorded by those around the table).  The three siembras of the agro-system originating in Meso-Ameri-

ca (i.e. the milpa), provides a structure to guide my selection of species/varieties of comibles to include.



¿Qué estarán sus impactos?
¿Hay maneras en que podemos intervenir?

The dinner gatherings have, in many instances, acted as think tanks,
to discuss concerns provoked by developments aimed to enhance/expand 

regional transport(ation) infrastructure1:
such as plans (on the distant horizon) to develop a sea port to receive shipping 
containers delivered from Asia, along with a supporting city of 200,000; on (ex)

ejido lands south of Ensenada2;
plans/construction to extend the Via Rápida along the eastward transition from 

the Canal Río Tijuana, along the Arroyo Alamar, to a roadway known as the 
Corredor 20003;

plans/construction to expand Interstate 8054;
et.al.

1 As it relates to agricultural production and commerce.
2 Punta Colonet, puerta de entrada a Asia, re: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punta_Colonet; here, it may be 

of interest to review information around the 1934-1991 ejido system, re: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ejido.
3 The Corredor 2000 runs South and West along the eastern edge of the Municipio de Tijuana, connect-

ing to the Escenica Ensenada-Tijuana carretera, at a point just south of Rosarito, and North of Salsipuedes, site 
of Energía Costa Azul (owned and operated by Sempra energy, a fortune 500 headquartered in downtown San 
Diego).  The Corredor 2000 also provides the most direct route between San Quintín, an agricultural area south 
of Ensenada, and the Otay Mesa Commercial Land Port of Entry.  The extension of the Via Rápida involves the 

canalization of the Arroyo Alamar, a stream that connects Cottonwood Creek in San Diego County to the begin-
ning of the Canal Río Tijuana, just west of Murua.  Contrary to a late 1960’s international agreement, as well as 

the amparlo legal filed by residents of the Zona Urbanejido Colonia Chilpancingo, who are concerned about 
public health impacts related to the canalization project, in early 2012; the Canal Arroyo Alamar now extends to 

Bulevar Hector Terán-Terán, just east of the fábricas of Zona Industrial Chilpancingo.  In 2005’s Otay Mesa/Mesa 
de Otay Binational Corridor Strategic Plan, a second commercial port of entry on Otay Mesa was proposed.  U.S. 
congressional funding for the project has not yet been approved; but hopes for economic benefits that may come 

with the construction have spurred construction toward developing a more direct connection between the Cor-
redor 2000 and the proposed site for the new Commercial Land Port of Entry, east of Otay Modulos.

4 The Interstate 805 expansion is prompted, among other factors, by needs to relieve the roadway of 
pressure from passenger vehicles, partially in anticipation of an increase in commercial traffic, linked to planned 

development of the Otay Mesa Land Port of Entry II. 



III.
Re:
 The work of cartography, both on the spatial and subjective levels, may con-
tribute to a continuing expansion of the new experiential territories, in search of 
a deeper and broader process of resymbolization and political recomposition, 
able to link the scattered actors and constructed situations of social change.

Brian Holmes, “DIY Geopolitics: cartographies of art in the world.”  
Published in Collectivism After Modernism.  Eds. Blake Stimson and Gregory Sholette.

Conversational cartographic acts/dialogues evoked by the dinner gatherings
are crystallized 
as texts/diagrams/photographs/et.al.
published (and archived)
in the form of a revistita (‘zine);
published, virtually1,
and, distributed physically, at locations between Tijuana/San Diego2.

1 @ http://despuesdelas.wordpress.com/
2 en la groceria Semilla Madre en el Paseo Ensenada en Playas de Tijuana; La Casa del Túnel, en la Co-
lonia de los Empleados Federales, Zona Centro de Tijuana; at Agitprop Space, in North Park, San Diego; at City 
Farmer’s Nusery, in City Heights, San Diego.

The production of each edición begins with a(n, at times, arduous) process: 
transcribing audio recordings made of each dinner conversation.  

The process of making each transcript, provides ample time to reflect on 
moments from each recorded conversation, which will be expanded through 

research and writing/diagramming/etc.

After (producing) each transcript, I propose ideas 
(for the development texts/images/etc. to be included in each publication developed in 

relation to/after the transcript/dinner) 
to each individual present in the conversation-made-textual. 

As an editorial body,
I am charged with crafting interventions

in material contributed to the project’s published aspect (i.e. the revistitas);
through the location/ordering of texts/images contributed

with particular fragments of the transcript;
as through edits to individual texts1.

1 e.g. the juxtaposition of news clips that refer to contemporary instances of the use of pepper spray  to 
dispel protestors, as well as data (retrieved online) regarding the commodity value of Maize and Habenero, with a 

text provided by Dan Watman (“Son chiles pues,” contributed to La edición uno).



En cada edición,
the writing moves between English 
y español, a dar cuenta de la ubicación de su producción; 
la gente que podría encontrar una copia de la revistita;
y, ante todo, las voces presentes durante las cenas,
who, in some cases, speak, primarily, in English;
otros, en español.  

También, aquí, necesitaremos a considerar otro factor, que ha estructurado, 
en algunos casos, la producción de la escritura/las contribuciones a cada 
edición:

las redes digitales;
y las cantidades de información visual-textual disponibles a través del internet...

Re: 
With an unprecedented amount of available text, out problem is not needing to 
write more of it; instead we must learn to negotiate the vast quantity that exists.

Kenneth Goldsmith.  Uncreative Writing: managing language in the digital age.

Following a diner conversation in November 2011, I received, via email, a 
moment of dialogue, written from memory.  It opened with a brief account of 

current news:
Se llevaron a algunos indignados en Portland…

The conversation continues, coming to a point where a particular substance is 
inculcated in operations aimed to dispel acts of civil disobedience:

Sí, ese espray es chile;
transitioning to the mention of related news, about a friend who cultivates 

habanero peppers:
…él hizo una mezcla súper fuerte con habaneros.  Ya, la está vendiendo al 

ejército estadounidense.

My editorial intervention, toward the develoment of “Son chiles pues1,” was to 
provide contextual data: juxtaposing moments of the recalled conversation that 

Dan Watman offered with news clips and other relevant texts (e.g. information about 
agricultural commodity values), which were retrieved online, 

in some ways, a testament to the hybridity2 of contemporary pathways along 
which information/knowledge 

is received/shared
(and discussed/acted upon).

1 To review the text in full, please refer to (de la) edición uno, included in this collection of texts.  It is also 
available at http://despuesdelas.wordpress.com/2012/01/09/son-chiles-pues-por-daniel-watman/ or http://despu-

esdelas.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/edicic3b3n-uno_web.pdf
2 i.e. between lived and virtual/digital



Re:
The networks of these moving, intersecting writing compose a manifold story 
that has neither author nor spectator, shaped our of fragments of trajectories 

and alterations of spaces: in relation to representations, it remains daily and in-
definitely either…if in discourse the city serves as a totalizing and almost mythi-
cal landmark for socioeconomic and political strategies, urban life increasingly 
permits the re-emergence of an element that the urbanistic project excluded…
Stories (…) traverse and organize places; they select and link them together; 

they make sentences and itineraries of them.
Michel De Certeau.  “Spatial Practices: Walking in the City,” from the Practice of Everyday Life.  

As translated by Steven Rendall.

To illustrate one methodology toward the production of texts--of verbal accounts, 
of stories, coded as text--as form of critical intervention, we may juxtapose:
(1) considerations of the quantities of visual-textual information that may be 
retrieved on digital networks, 
with
(2) concerns provoked by developments aimed to enhance/expand regional 
transportation infrastructure.

As a case study, we may consider the development of “149.61” a piece that 
begins with a rumor2

transposed to the surface of a map3,
generating a route, a pathway,

to facilitate one testimony 
of land where plans for one such development is (will be?) sited;

to generate a network of points (toward further investigation, of the planned 
development).

Transposing the map, the plan 
to the surface, the ground;

moving back up to the cartographer’s point of view;
and back to the ground.  Oscillating between the two:

the vista (what you can see);
the surface (what you can feel).

In one sense, the oscillation between map and surface is rebellious
(Why should the vista be privileged over the surface?  

Why should what you can see take priority over what you can feel?
Who benefits when it is permissible to ignore or manufacture ground conditions?).

It also provides space for play.

1 The text in full is printed in (de la) edición tres, and may also be retrieved from http://despuesdelas.
wordpress.com/2012/06/29/149-6-elizabeth-chaney/ or viewed in the context of the Edición tres at: http://despu-

esdelas.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/edicic3b3n-tres_para-subir.pdf
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punta_Colonet
3 https://maps.google.com.mx/maps?q=punta+colonet,+Baja+California,+&hl=es-419&sll=23.625269,-

102.540613&sspn=27.278899,46.40625&t=h&hq=punta&hnear=Colonet,+Baja+California&l-
ayer=c&cbll=30.987171,-116.16707&panoid=cQtJtGFfR3EwoMW_5lt8pA&cbp=12,235.89,,0,0&z=19



Re:
(A partir de 2005) Cada tijuanense cuenta con menos de un metro cuadrado 

de área verde, en lugar de los 10  que recomiendan las normas internacionales 
para garantizar el desarrollo sano de cada persona

Julieta Martínez, “Déficit de áreas verdes: una historia de impunidad1,” Contralínea Baja 
California.  Octubre 2005

A play on proportional similarities between the 0.95 M^2 of área verde offered 
to habitantes of the Municipio de Tijuana and the size of squares forming the 
grid that structures a game of hopscotch (bebeleche), directs Ricardo Arana 
Camarena’s  composition of  “Bebeleche por las áreas verdes2.”
  
Ricardo’s play, transposing structural conditions behind the city’s deficit in 
urban green space to the form of a childhood game, does not aim to reduce to 
a (dismissible) joke, the public health impacts related to the ethos ever-expanding 
development/urbanization.  Rather, the transposition of one critical perspective 
on regional patterns of urban development to the CONCRETE surface of the 
sidewalk works to amplify to absurdity the relationship between the actualization 
of an “ideal” of constant growth (concretization) and diminishing quality of life for 
habitantes del Municipio de Tijuana.

1 http://bcalifornia.contralinea.com.mx/archivo/2005/octubre/htm/deficit+areas+verdes.htm 
2 The full text is printed in (de la) edición uno, and may also be retrieved from http://despuesdelas.word-
press.com/2012/01/09/bebeleche-por-las-areas-verdes-por-ricardo-arana-camarena/, or viewed in context of the 
edición uno at http://despuesdelas.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/edicic3b3n-uno_web.pdf

Entonces, 
a tendency shared by texts offered (to/through) Después de las1, is a willingness 

to move between the informational/essayistic, and forms of writing more 
concerned with a sensorial reception of language:

the way words sound when read; the musicality of speech, as may be imagined 
through visual reception of text on the page.

In the ediciones (as in this contextual document), 
texts are composed as pages; 

as print objects, to be received (or perceived), primarily, along auditory-visual 
sensory-neural networks.

1  That is, to each of the ediciones organized Después de las cenas/conversaciones



After a dinner gathering in early June, 2012, I received a PDF, 
in which uses of language- 

as-encyclopedic;
as-essayistic;

as-anecdotal/conversational;
as-poetic

are collaged, toward the construction of a text that offers a critical perspective 
on connections between historic/contemporary forms of 

erasure. 
(re: The erasure of culture includes and is more broad than language.  Maybe the end 

is not to have a highway, but to eliminate a voice that could be…problematic1)

My efforts, in re-formatting pages crafted by Liz Bartz, began with a process of 
deconstructing towers of text 

to produce a collection of verbal blocks 
(some keystroked, others grabbed as screenshot image files);

later attempting to lay a foundation, in which the text’s multiple voices, 
its multiple modalities of language use 

could be in conversation2 
across “Yay*lax3”’s nine spreads. 

1 The voice speaking is that of Xavier Leonard, in the context of a dinner conversation which unfolded on 
July 3, 2012; the spine of the edición cuatro.

2 and, at times, in shouting matches; e.g. memories of a skate party held on the freeway, to celebrate the 
opening of state highway 56, juxtaposed with a series of notations that describe conflicts along the roadways that 

highway 56 connects
3 ”Yay*lax” is printed in full in (de la) edición cuatro, and may be retrieved from http://despuesdelas.word-

press.com/2012/07/31/yaylax/, or viewed in context of the edición cuatro at http://despuesdelas.files.wordpress.
com/2012/07/edicic3b3n-cuatro_para-subir1.pdf



The use of anecdotal/conversational forms of language-
forms of speaking-
as one means to humanize the structural; 
to bring to terms, with which we can critically understand, as lived phenomena, 
structural conditions that support:
la planeación de las obras, que parecen como podían proporcionar enormes beneficios (macro-
económicos), de los puntos del visto distantes, y, a la misma vez tienen impactos horribles 
respecto a la calidad de vida de la gente ubicado cercano a la obra;
the appropriation of public money toward the support of herbicide and defoliant manufacturers 
(post-Vietnam war), revitalized through the popularization of “green revolution”  rhetoric;
the development of (legislative and physical) infrastructure, which, in one sense, offers (to 
constituents) justification for reduced spending on agricultural labor, through the assignment of 
different forms of state-recognized status to working bodies;
has served as principle, in the course the project’s development.

re1:

Amy Sanchez
I think, one of the reasons that I, personally, was so interested in having a con-

versation around food, was because I grew up in the Imperial Valley.  I grew up 
in the Valle Imperial.  Where you’re surrounded by food.

It was very strange, when Misael (Diaz) first came to my home and we were driv-
ing around-he was like:

“What is that?”
And I was like:

“Those are carrots, and that’s alfalfa, and that’s…”
Innately, there is an awareness about food--that there are these factories that are 

making our food.  My great-grandparents were farmworkers.  They would travel 
to pick grapes and onions--which is the worst, I’m told.

Elizabeth Chaney
Do you mean in terms of pesticide exposure?

Amy
My great-grandfather had difficulty walking; one of his legs was shorter than the 
other.  And this was in the seventies, when there were no real regulations about 
the amount of warning time workers were given before the fields were sprayed.  
So they told them about ten minutes before.  And he was never fast enough to 

get out.

1 The conversation transcript is excerpted from (de la) edición cero, and introduces the text “5 retratos,”



Amy Sanchez’s “5 retratos1” weaves together, a network of memories: 
of counsel offered,
of conversations;
sprouting from the 
fil(es)2

of the Imperial Valley/the Valle Imperial;
to offer a carefully (lovingly) crafted portrait 
of what some have referred to as a “struggle;”
what she notes that her grandparents think of as something we just had to do.

1 ”5 retratos” is published in full, in (de la) edición cero.  It may also be retrieved from http://despuesdelas.
wordpress.com/2012/01/07/5-retratos-por-amy-sanchez/ or viewed in context of la edición cero at http://
despuesdelas.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/edicion-cero_web.pdf.
2 ”Fil” is a term Amy discusses  in “5 retratos,” a false cognate for “campo” (field)

Su trabajo lo mató.  A veces fumigaban y él no se podía salir a tiempo porque 
tuvo una pierna más corta que la otra.  Así nació.

Amy Sanchez, “5 retratos;” published in la edición cero, Después de las.  November 2011

Así nació.  So he was born.  
Considered in relation to the perspective, 

articulated as “something we just had to do;” 
la humilidad del frase,

(re)claims as personal, 
a specific moment in the politicized history of agricultural labor politics across 

the Californias.  
(re: some place near Mexicali to go north and find work in Imperial.)

We may consider the (agricultural) Californias1, a geoculturally-specific territory;
birthed by a geopolitical matrix,

manifest in:
los fil(es) de cebollas cercanas de El Centro2,
apple orchards nestled in the Yakima Valley3,

centros de distribución en el Fraccionamiento La Joya4,
the sand flats at Wharton Sands in Morecambe Bay5,

los campos en Sonora, en la decada de los 1940s, y seguido en los 1960’s por 
el desarrollo de un Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo6,

the tobacco fields of Southside, Virginia7

…
1 Alta + Baja California, in light of their role in contemporary worldwide production of “agricultural 

commodities,” which must be considered in relation to consecutive post-colonial mythoi (e.g. California-como-
isla-de-la-reina-Calafia, re: Las sergas de Esplandián; and, later, California-as-Eden), facilitating construction 

of a built environment (e.g. the California Aqueduct, the All American Canal), which permits the development of 
pockets of hyper-(agricultural)-production at different locations across the region.

2 ”5 retratos,” re: They would travel to pick grapes and onions…
3 The Yakima valley is known as one of the world’s major areas of apple production.  It is also has a 

notable immigrant (primarily from central America) population.
4 re: http://www1.soriana.com/site/default.aspx?p=3119; Tijuana Perecederos 5525; a distribution center 
in Baja California, which receives a fractional percentage of the apples harvested from Yakima Valley orchards, to 

later vend through súpermercados ubicados en la ciudad de Tijuana.
5 re: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2004_Morecambe_Bay_cockling_disaster, re; La edición tres, http://

despuesdelas.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/edicic3b3n-tres_para-subir.pdf/; para dar contexto: http://
despuesdelas.wordpress.com/2012/06/06/la-cena-detras-de-la-edicion-tres/

6  http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revolución_verde
7 which are harvested, in a significant part, by individuals who migrate between Central and North 

America, following seasonal work.



IV.

Re:
We need to consider also the power of the res gestae, the power of the multitude 

to make history that continues and is reconfigured today within Empire.  It is a 
question of transforming a necessity imposed on the multitude--a necessity that 
was to a certain extent imposed on the multitude itself throughout modernity as a 
line of flight from localized misery and exploitation--into a condition of possibility 

of liberation; a new possibility on this terrain of humanity.
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri.  “Alternatives within Empire,” published in Empire.  Harvard 

University Press. 2000.

Here, I’d like to return to an earlier-mentioned oscillation (between map and surface),
to reflect on a similar form of movement, between structural and experiential:
what we know (of structural conditions, based on secondary research accounts retrieved from 
an archival source),
and what we know (based on emotional-intellectual involvement in efforts/actions manifest in 
relation to the structural condition we are moved to consider1).

1 It may be of interest to consider, here, Joåo H. Costa Vargas’s play on the term “participant observa-
tion,” in which he switches the two root words to reform the ethnographic research methodology as “observant 
participation.”  See “Activist Scholarship in Times of Black Genocide,” published in Engaging Contradictions: 
Theory, Politics, and Methods of Activist Scholarship, Ed. Charles Hale.

In the course of the 
cenas y el desarrollo de las ediciones después,
we navigate between the two forms of knowing, 

toward articulation of 
a network of analytic strategies to facilititate momentos of (poetic) intervention in 

structural conditions
behind contemporary moments of regional development 

aimed to support (or justify)
a neoliberal reconceptualization (reconstitution) 

of productive acts, which underlie one basic form molecular exchange.

The ediciones, Después de las, crystallize
movement(s) between--

lived conversation
and document;

the local actualization of a troubling statistic 
and its amplification (hasta que ya no puede ser despedido!) through play;

rumor codified as noticia
and analysis stemming from ground-surface documentation;

politicized familiar accounts
and (their) critico-poetic manifestation--

with hopes that,
in the course of movement 

between the structural/conceptual;
and the emotive/embodied,

we may come nearer 
to a condition of possibility

of liberation.


